The Kedou Kids Pod

Kedou’s Safari Tales

Nature can also be part of our city life. Kedou takes you to the Safari Park to
discover the family relationships in people and animals.
Go on, take the path that brings you close to the animals. Elephant, Lion,
Rhinoceros, Zebra and Giraffe are some of the usual big animals found in
the African savannah habitat. What do you think they eat? Giraffe is so tall,
how will it ever bend down to drink? Pretend to be Giraffe and see what
answer you come up with.
Elephant and Rhinoceros are often hunted by People for their tusk and
horn. Elephant’s tusks are used for decoration and carvings while
Rhinoceros’ horn is also used for folk medicine. How do you think we can
protect Elephant, Rhinoceros and their families?
Lions live in prides with usually one Lion and many Lionesses with their
cubs. Lions guard the pride’s territory. Lionesses co-operate to hunt big prey
like Zebras.
Look at Zebra and Lemur and their bold black and white stripes. Can you
guess why they have them? Lemurs don’t live in the African savannah but on
an African island called Madagascar. They are actually our distant relatives.
They are primates, just like People. Lemurs can stand on their hind legs and
use their hands to pluck leaves. They hold their tails up in the air as a signal
to the whole family to stay together.
Try your hand at matching the animals and their families. What about us too?
Have fun with Kedou at the Safari Park but remember, our animal friends
don’t like to be teased and hurt, just like us. So take all the photographs you
want, enjoy your ice-cream but there’s no need to feed the animals.
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